July 20, 2023

Dr. Mandy Cohen
Director
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
1600 Clifton Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30329

Re: CDC/HICPAC’s Plan to Weaken Guidance for Health Care Respiratory Protection and Infection Control

Dear Dr. Cohen:

We write to you as experts in occupational safety and health, medicine, epidemiology, industrial hygiene, ventilation, aerosol science, and public health, joined by members of the public, to congratulate you on your appointment as Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and to bring to your attention current efforts of CDC that will weaken protection of health care personnel from infectious aerosols in health care settings.

The Healthcare Infection Control Practices Advisory Committee (HICPAC) to the CDC has initiated work to revise the CDC’s Isolation Precautions: Preventing Transmission of Infectious Agents in Healthcare Settings, last updated in 2007. This foundational guidance directs infection control practices for a wide range of pathogens in health care settings in the United States and influences guidelines and practices around the world.

HICPAC has established a work group charged with reviewing the current Isolation Precautions guidance and making initial recommendations to HICPAC for consideration. The updates are intended to reflect the current scientific evidence and make existing guidance more “user friendly.” HICPAC is expected to formally vote to recommend these proposals to CDC during its upcoming August 2023 meeting.

We are deeply concerned, based on work group presentations at the June 2023 HICPAC meeting, that the revised CDC/HICPAC guidelines will severely weaken protections for health care personnel exposed to infectious aerosols, including SARS-CoV-2. The draft recommendations fail to reflect what has been confirmed about aerosol transmission by inhalation during the COVID-19 pandemic. The draft recommendations do not adequately provide for the proper control measures – isolation, ventilation, and NIOSH-approved respirators – to protect against transmission of infectious aerosols. They are weaker than existing CDC infection control guidelines. The draft recommendations, if adopted, will put health care personnel and patients at serious risk of harm from exposure to infectious aerosols.

Outlined below, and in greater detail in the attached background document, are specific deficiencies and problems with the review and draft recommendations:
What's Wrong With CDC/HICPAC's Draft Proposed Guidelines and Recommendations?

1. The draft proposal has been developed without input from many important stakeholders, including frontline personnel and unions, patient safety advocates, and other experts and scientists.
2. CDC/HICPAC's process is non-transparent and essentially closed to public access or engagement. HICPAC meeting presentations and documents used to make recommendations to the CDC are not posted publicly, in contrast to other CDC advisory committees. Given the broad public interest in CDC's guidance to protect health care personnel, patients, and the public from infectious diseases, it is particularly concerning that CDC/HICPAC’s process is so closed.
3. There are significant errors in the new draft recommended categories of “air” and “touch” as modes of transmission for health care-related infections. While CDC/HICPAC proposes the new category of “air” transmission, they continue to recommend use of surgical/medical masks, which do not provide respiratory protection against infectious aerosols. Thus, CDC/HICPAC proposals update terminology but not personal protective equipment (PPE) recommendations and ultimately move backwards in protections for health care personnel.
4. CDC/HICPAC's proposed flexible approach to implementing precautions is likely to cause harm to health care personnel. A protective approach should include assessments that evaluate the level of exposure, select appropriate control measures and PPE for each job, task, and location, and result in a written exposure control plan using the hierarchy of controls.
5. CDC/HICPAC inexplicably fails to acknowledge the importance and function of core control measures for infectious aerosols. The large body of evidence on the effectiveness of respirators and the importance of ventilation for controlling worker exposure to infectious aerosols have not been considered, and the proposed use of airborne infection isolation rooms (AIIRs) is significantly limited. Source control (limiting outward emission of infectious aerosols) is not adequately considered in the context of personal protection from inhalation.

What CDC and HICPAC Must Do Immediately

We urge CDC, HICPAC, and the work group to take the following immediate actions to correct their review and decision-making processes and recommendations:

1. Seek input on proposed changes during the development of the draft guidelines from the public and all key stakeholders, including:
   a. Health care personnel and their representatives
   b. Industrial hygienists, occupational health nurses, and safety professionals
   c. Engineers, including those with expertise in ventilation design and operation
   d. Research scientists, including those with expertise in aerosols and respiratory protection
   e. Experts in respiratory protection, including scientists from NIOSH's National Personal Protective Technology Laboratory (NPPTL) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).

2. Make the process for updating the guidelines fully open and transparent:
   a. Open work group meetings to the public.
b. Post work group reports, all presentations to the workgroup and committee, and transcripts/recordings of the HICPAC meetings on the CDC/HICPAC website in a timely fashion.

c. As the recommendations are being developed and before finalization and voting by HICPAC, create a public docket on the development of the guidelines that includes this information, the draft guidelines, all scientific evidence used in the development of the guidelines and all written comments from the public. HICPAC is chartered under the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) and should operate with openness and full transparency.

3. **Improve the CDC’s and HICPAC’s understanding and assessment of key scientific evidence by seeking input from scientific researchers and key stakeholders, including health care personnel and their unions, and by making those written reviews publicly available:**

   a. Fully recognize aerosol/inhalation transmission of SARS-CoV-2 and other infectious aerosols and describe in detail the proposed “air” transmission category.

   b. Ensure that updated guidance includes the use of multiple control measures that have been shown to effectively prevent transmission of infectious aerosols, including ventilation, isolation, respiratory protection, and other PPE.

   c. Maintain and strengthen respiratory protection and other PPE as critical methods for preventing health care personnel inhalation of infectious aerosols.

4. **Maintain an approach in any updated infection control guidance that is clear and explicit on the precautions that are needed in situations where infectious pathogens are or may be present in health care settings.**

   Do not use an approach that recommends only minimal protections for health care personnel and allows health care employers undefined broad discretion in creating and implementing their infection control and prevention plans. Such an approach was adopted by the CDC during the COVID-19 pandemic and enabled health care employers to provide inadequate protection based on cost considerations, instead of basing protections for health care personnel and patients on exposure assessments.

The COVID-19 pandemic has taken a massive toll on health care personnel – millions have been infected, thousands have died and tens of thousands are suffering the disabling impacts of Long Covid. Under your leadership, we urge CDC and HICPAC to change course and develop updated guidelines and recommendations, in consultation with key stakeholders, based on the full body of the scientific evidence and experience confirmed during the COVID-19 pandemic that will fully protect health care personnel against infectious aerosols.

We appreciate your attention to this pressing matter and look forward to working with you and CDC to protect the health of workers and the public.

Sincerely,
* Organizations for identification only.
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Dr. Rachel Silverman, PhD  
Research Scientist  
Virginia Tech

Michael Silverstein, MD MPH  
WA State OSHA ret

Michael S. Sinha, MD, JD, MPH, FCLM  
Assistant Professor, Center for Health Law Studies  
Saint Louis University School of Law

Darius D. Sivin, PhD  
Editor-in-Chief  
NEW SOLUTIONS: A Journal of Occupational and Environmental Health Policy

Craig Slatin, ScD, MPH  
Professor Emeritus  
University of Massachusetts Lowell, Department of Public Health

Kamil Slowikowski, PhD  
Computational Biologist  
Mass General Brigham

Simon Smith PhD, ARCS, CChem FRSC(UK)  
Retired from 3M Canada as a Senior Specialist in respiratory protective equipment design, and now leading or participating in committees of ISO, ISRP, NASEM, AIHA and CSA for guidance, education and standards development purposes.  
Current:, Volunteer Working Group Chair for ISO and CSA Standards Committees.,  
Pre-retirement (in 2019):, Senior Specialist, 3M Canada Personal Safety Division

Dr. Steven Anthony Sola, Ph.D.  
Assistant Clinical Professor  
Albany Medical College (retired)

Joel Solomon  
Senior Program Manager, Health and Safety  
National Education Association

Glorian Sorensen, PhD, MPH  
Professor  
Center for Work, Health and Wellbeing, Harvard T.H.Chan School of Public Health
Robert D Strode, MS, CIH, FAIHA
Principal Scientist
Summit Exposure and Risk Sciences

Juliann Sum, JD, ScM
Retired Chief
California Division of Occupational Safety and Health (Cal/OSHA)

Patrice Sutton, MPH
Research Collaborator
University of California San Francisco Program on Reproductive Health and the Environment

Jen Swanstrom, PhD
Health Program Specialist
CA Department of Public Health

Josue Sznitman
Professor
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology

Jamie Tam, MPH, PhD
Assistant Professor
Yale School of Public Health

Shin-ichi Tanabe
Prof.
Waseda University

Linda K Taylor, RN
Retired- APIC
Retired - D.O.N.

Raymond Tellier MD MSc FRCP C CSPQ FACC D(ABMM)
Associate Professor
McGill University

Jane Thomason, MSPH, CIH
Lead Industrial Hygienist
National Nurses United

Eric Topol
Professor and EVP
Scripps Research

Jessica Tredinnick, MPH, CIH
Occupational Hygienist
Zenei Triunfo-Cortez, RN
President
National Nurses United

Janice Turner, MPH, CIH

David J Valiante, MS, CIH
Health Scientist, Retired
OHSA National Office, Retired

Jaime Acevedo Vera, MD.
Médico Trasacional (translational physician)
President of The DESINFLAMATE Foundation for Social Medicine, Chile
Proyecto AIREyVIDA, Centro de Prevención de Crisis, Fundación DESINFLÁMATE para la Medicina Social, Chile

Dr. Joe Vipond, MD, CCFP(EM)
Clinical Assistant Professor
University of Calgary

David Vlahov, PhD RN
Professor of Nursing and Epidemiology-Microbial Diseases
Yale University

Howard Waitzkin, MD, PhD
Distinguished Professor Emeritus
University of New Mexico

N. Colbey Walker, DrPH, MHA
Assistant Professor
University of North Texas Health Science Center

Andrew Wang, PhD, MPH, CPH

Chia C. Wang
Associate Professor and Director of Aerosol Science Research Center
Aerosol Science Research Center, National Sun Yat-sen University, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Donald Weekes, CIH, CSP, FAIHA, Retired
President of InAIR Environmental, Inc.

David H. Wegman
Professor Emeritus
University of Massachusetts Lowell

Laura Welch, MD, FACOEM
Medical director, retired
Retired from Center for Construction Research and Training
Wayne Westerman, PhD  
Co-Founder  
CleanAirKits

Aneta Wierzbicka  
Assoc. Prof.  
Lund University

Dorothy Wigmore, MS, MFA

Jamie Sue Willard, PhD  
Biosafety Officer, Alternate Responsible Official  
Michigan State University

Allan Williams, MPH, PhD  
Adjunct Assistant Professor  
University of Minnesota School of Public Health

Kerri Wizner, MPH, CPH  
Public Health Scientist  
American Public Health Association, Occupational Health and Safety Section

Cody Youshock, CIH, CSP, CHMM  
Sr. H&S Project Manager  
American Industrial Hygiene Association

Donna Zankowski MPH RN FAAOHN  
Occupational Health Nurse Consultant

Pier-George Zanoni, PE, CIH  
Facility Engineering Specialist  
AIHA Health Care Working Group

Peter L. Zavon MS, CIH  
Senior Occupational Hygienist (retired)

Neil J Zimmerman, PhD, PE, CIH, FAIHA  
Professor Emeritus of Industrial Hygiene  
Purdue University (retired)

Noha Aboelata, MD, CEO Roots Community Health Center

Emily Acosta, WELL AP LEED Green Associate  
Kathryn Adams-Sloan MSW RSW, Canadian Association for Social Work Education, Women’s Caucus - Past Chair

Rachel Adelson M.A., Principal, Science & Health Communications
Christie Agerter, RN
Blessing Ajaero, Clinical Systems Analyst I, Point32Health
Dr. Alice Lovejoy
David Alpern, M.D., Cooley Dickinson Hospital (retired - emeritus staff)
Malin Alsved, PhD, Postdoc, Lund University
Lee Altenberg, Ph.D., Graduate Faculty in Ecology, Evolution and Conservation Biology, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Chelsea Alvarado, MD, Medical Writer
Dr. H. Andersen
River Andres, PA-C, Physician Assistant, Plume
Dr. Andrew Lester
Lauri Appelbaum, MSW, LICSW, Licensed Mental Health Professional, Hennepin Healthcare
Susan G. Arbuck, MD, MSc, FACP
Karla R. Armenti, ScD, MS, Research Scientist
Renee Arnett, Firefighter Retired IAFF 1588
Micah Arsham, MS, L.Ac.
Nancy Atwood, MA, LPC, Executive Director, Children’s Hemiplegia and Stroke Association
Nancy B Hackleman, former RN
Kimberly Baesh, BA, CVT, Certified Veterinary Technician
Robyn Baker, Public Health Graduate
Debra Balke, M.D., Pediatric Neurologist, Child Neurology of SLO
Joseph Banta, Retired Environmental Scientist
Carolyn Barber, Emergency Medicine physician
Sharrelle Barber, ScD, MPH, Director, The Ubuntu Center on Racism, Global Movements & Population Health Equity, Drexel University
Dr Noor Bari, MBBS, BSc Infection
Mark Barnette, PSS, Maine
Katherine Barrett, PhD
Rebecca Barrett-Fox, PhD, rural health equity leader, team leader, Local Health Equity Action Team
Angela Bartholomaus, Engineer
Angie Bartok, MPH, Epidemiologist
Naomi Bar-Yam, ACSW, Ph.D., World Health Network
Yaneer Bar-Yam, co-founder WHN
Shana C. Bates, RN
Barbara Baumgarten, PhD
DeAnna Baumele, Esq., MSW, Law & Policy Analyst, Center for Public Health Law Research, Temple University
Tom Beary Sr., Principal Engineer
Dr Perry Beasley-Hall, evolutionary biologist, Postdoctoral researcher, The University of Adelaide
Victoria Becker, Adult Nurse Practitioner
Kevin Bell, J.D., Senior Vice President, Woda Cooper Companies Retired
John Benham, retired, Gonzaga University instructor
Trude Bennett, DrPH, Associate Professor Emerita, UNC Chapel Hill SPH
Mary Berk, Ph.D., Lecturer, Haas School of Business, University of California Berkeley
Dr. Judi Berzon
Molly Biggs, MD
Heidi Bilas, RN, BScN, MSc(A), Nurse Case Manager, Occupational Health
 Stephane Bilodeau, PhD, MASc, FEC, Professional Engineer and Chief Technology Officer, Editor, World Health Network, and Adjunct Professor, Bioengineering Department, McGill University
Alana Black, MPH
Alyssa Blake, RN, BSN
Katie Blake Rn BSN
Amanda S. Blakeney, J.D.
Margaret Blandford, Retired McGill University
David Blank PhD
Nathan Blau MD
Peg Blechman, JD
Kallista Bley, MPH, Researcher Ph.D. Candidate, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Susan Bonadonna, MD, Montefiore Medical Center
Heather Booth, MA, RDMS, RVT
Mikko Boris Zuchner, MD, Anesthesiologist
Emily Boundaone MSN RN CCRN, Nursing Faculty, San Antonio College
Mandy Bowen, Biomedical Engineer
Angelle Bradford, Doctoral Student in Physiology and Medicine, Tulane School of Medicine
Melissa W. Braveman, MD, FAAP
Jules Brendanawicz, Certified Peer Specialist, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Eliot Brenowitz, PhD, Professor Emeritus, University of Washington
Jonathan Bressler, MS, Senior Data Analyst
Roselie A. Bright, ScD (doctor of science in epidemiology from Harvard University), Epidemiologist, GS-15, retired, US Food and Drug Administration, retired
Leora Brodnick, PhD pt, Director of Recovery, ASC Treatment Group
Linda Brown, former Navigator for the ACA, Retired from a Community Health Center in AZ
Theresa Brown, NB Healthcare Housekeeping, Government Nursing Home
Z Johanna Brugman, OTR/L, Occupational Therapist, Schools, hospitals
Allie Bullock, B.S. Public Health, Public Health Specialist, AIDS Institute
Alexandra Burack, MFA, AZMT, ACUE, Adjunct Professor, Creative Writing, Chandler-Gilbert Community College (AZ)
Fiona Burke, MS, CSP
Kathleen Burns, Ph.D., Director, Sciencecorps
Kristina Burton, MSW, PsyD, Former Chief, Outpatient Behavioral Health, General Leonard Wood Army Community Hospital, Department of Defense (retired)
Dmitri Byzalov, PhD, associate professor, Temple University
Sarah Cahill, CPA, Organizer, MaskTogetherAmerica
Sophia Cain, Chemist
Jesse Campagna, Social, Behavioral, and Environmental Epidemiology Manager, Pima County Health Department
Michel Camus PhD, environmental epidemiologist and risk assessor, Senior scientist, retired, Health Canada, retired
T.M. Canino, MFS
Emily Cardwell, M.S.N., R.N.
Dean J. Carroll MPH OTR/L
Stephanie Cartwright-Karlsson, LICSW
Jacqueline Cataldo, RN
Giuseppe C. Cavaleri, Clinical Research Coordinator (Analyst II), University of California, San Francisco
Kerry Cesan MS
Lizzie Chadbourne, MPH
Rachael Chavez, Clinical Research Nurse, Oncology, Sutter
L. Ch’ien, Ph.D.
Stephanie Chou, RN, BSN
Stephen Christensen, PhD, Translational Systems Biologist/Immunologist, Pfizer
Richard Christopher RN, House Supervisor (ret.)
Gina Ciaccia DO
Jaime Cleland, PhD
Melissa Cochran, PhD
Emily Coffman, MSW, March
Jackie Cohen, MS
Sharona Cohen PharmD, Rph, CSP, Boston Medical Center
Laura L Cole BS Pharm, RPh, MEM Biohazard Science, Pharmacist, Environmental Technician III, retired
Aaron Collins, President, MaskNerd, OpenAeros LLC
Mary Conde, Coding Manager, New York Presbyterian Brooklyn Methodist Hospital
Michael J Conley, Director, Behavioral Healthcare Services, Retired, St. Elizabeth’s Hospital
Ashley Conway, RN, Assistant Teaching Professor, Rutgers
Catherine Copeland BS, CIC, Memorial healthcare system
Susan Cornutt, Physician Assistant, Emory Clinic, Atlanta, GA. Retired
Jennifer Crawford, PhD, BEd, R-Psych, Registered Psychologist, Crawford Psychological Services Inc.
Lynne Crawford APRN NP, Cambridge Health Alliance
April Crone, EMT-P, Paramedic, RN student
LA Cruz, PhD
Christopher Culp, MM MA
Dr Frances Daily BMBS, DTMH, DRANZCOG, FACTM
Dr. Dalia Hasan, MS MSc
Susan Daniell PharmD, RN
Tania Daniels, J.D., M.L.S., Patient Advocate, 9 Lives Health Advocacy
Dr. Gwen D’Arcangelis, Skidmore College
Latresh Davenport, MPH
Sherwin Davidson, Ph.D., Portland State University, retired
Susan Davis, Professor Emerita, Communication, university of Illinois
P. Day, PhD
Maarten De Cock, Master Biology
Eduardo De la Rosa, Biologist, UNAM
Brian De Lucia, Systems Analysts, County of San Mateo Health Department
Stephanie de Wolfe, MPH, Health Equity Specialist
Jennifer Decker, MPT, Physical Therapist, Skilled Nursing
Nancy Delagrave, B.Sc. of theoretical physics, Scientific coordinator, Covid-Stop
Stacy De-Lin, MD
Meaghan Desilets, Biomedical Engineer
Renee T Despres, PhD, MPH, Health Systems Consultant
Denise Dewald, MD, Physician, MetroHealth Medical Center/Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine
Christine E. Dinsdale, J.D.
Sara C Doan, Assistant Professor of Experience Architecture, Michigan State University
Megan Doherty, PhD, Strategic Advisor and Program Manager, Disability Lead
Belinda Doran RN and Michael, FCN, Cathedral Square
Neal Doran, PhD, Professor of Psychiatry
Glenna Dowling, Professor
Denise Drago Kornblatt RN, Registered Nurse, Retired from NACOOG
Michael Driscoll, RN
Angela Duke MD, MPH, Physician - obstetrician gynecologists, FACOG
William Dunsford, M.S.
Andrew Ecker MD, Jefferson Health System
Dr. Edith Cohen

Mr. Edward Wells, Director of Litigation, Innovative Legal Services, PC
Stephanie Ehlerding PharmD
Wendy Eidman, ND
Allen Ekmark, EVS Tech, Providence Hospital
Nicholas Elizabeth Faby, BSN
Artemis Ellelle, EMT/PBT, Phlebotomist
Ann Ellingson, M.S.
Lyndsey D. Ellis, M.A.
Mireille Ellsworth, MHR, Administrator, Hawai’i for a Safe Return to School
Cheryl Elmer, LMFT, Therapist, Lifestance Health
Maryam Eskandari, M.D., Physician Psychiatrist
Lia Evans, LCSW
Dan Fain, Ph.D.
Alison Fankhauser, Ph.D., Managing Director, Georgia Institute of Technology
Alex Fay, BSN, RN
Heather L. Fercho, MA, Information Systems Analyst
M. Fernald Ph.D., Retired Clinical Psychologist
Grey Finnick, MD, Cedars Sinai Hospital
M Firestone, MD
William Flack, PhD, Professor of Psychology, Bucknell University
Dolores Flanagan RN
Eleanor Fleming, PhD, DDS, MPH
Reed Floarea, MA
Maria Flores, BS, MPH candidate, Graduate Public Health Student, UTHHealth
M. Flores, Economist
Jennifer Floyd, PhD  
Lisa Foreman APRN-C, Nurse practitioner  
Gail Forman, Ph.D.  
Greta Fox, FNP, Nurse Practitioner, Experts and Advisors Team, World Health Network  
Ligia Fragoso, MD, MA, Resident physician  
Chantell Frazier, Ph.D., Founder & CEO, Anansi  
Matthew J. Frazier DO, Total Care Physicians, Ltd.  
Deborah Freed, Retired LPN  
A. Friedlander, MD  
Joshua N. Friedlander, Psy.D.  
Danielle T. Friedman MD, MBA, Attending physician, Hospital  
Samuel R Friedman, PhD, Professor of Population Health Research, NYU Grossman School of Medicine  
Susan Fuhr, Ph D., Retired Clinical Psychologist, Former Associate Professor  
Diane C Fuller RN, MSN, COHN-S  
Karea Gaines, Histotechnician, Qihc, Qls  
Dr Frank Gaits  
F Gallo, MS  
T Gallo, Retired Nurse  
Jill Galstad, RN, BSN  
Aviva Gans PT MSPT, Pediatric Physical Therapist, retired, Long Hill School District  
Jennifer Gard Read, MPH, Senior Research Scientist  
Laura Gedeborg, RN BSN, Pediatric RN, retired, Lutheran General Hospital  
Susan K. Gelletly, MD  
Dre Genevieve Dallaire, MD, CFPC (EM), Emergency Physician, CMQ, CFPC  
Bruno George, PhD  
Noemi Gerena, FNP-BC  
Jessica Gimeno, MPPA  
Teg Glendon LCSW  
Beth Godbee, Ph.D., Writer and Public Educator, Heart-Head-Hands: Everyday Living for Justice  
Gary R Goin MD  
Ronald Gold, MD, MPH, Professor of Pediatrics, Hospital for Sick Children (retired)  
Kathleen Golden, DNP, ANP, COHN-S, CCM, FAAOHN, FAANP, Nurse Practitioner, Adjunct Assistant Professor  
José Goldstein, MSMAE  
Leanne Good, PhD  
Jami R. Goodman, MS, CAGS  
Jeoffry B. Gordon, MD, MPH, Family Medicine, retired  
Lauren R Grdina, M.D. candidate 2025, Northeast OHIO Medical University  
Linda D Green MD, Clinical Assistant Professor, George Washington SMHS  
Tessa Green, PhD Candidate, Harvard Medical School  
Sue Greene, M.S., M.A., Research Coordinator, Retired  
Bob Griss, Executive Director, retired, Institute of Social Medicine & Community Health  
Jennifer Grose R.Ph.  
Jeanne Guaspari, LMFT  
Therese Guise LPN  
Roger L Gustavsson PhD
Pamela L. Guthman, DNP, RN, Retired, Assistant Public/Population Health Nursing Professor, Retired from University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire

M. Gutierrez, MA, NJEA

Carol Haagensen LSW

Craig Haen, Ph.D., RDT, CGP, LCAT, FAGPA, Psychotherapist & Consultant

Dana Haff, MLS, MS, MAT

Rita Haider, RN, MSN, FNP, Family Nurse Practitioner-retired

R. ALAN HALL, MD

KC Hall, MSW, COVID Aware Twin Cities

Diane Hallinen, MD

David Halpert, MD

Frank Han MD FAAP, Physician, UIC

Ian Hansen, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology, York College, City University of New York

Susan Hardt MD, Cambridge Health Alliance

Gillian Hart, Professor Emeritus, UC Berkeley

Lilly Havstad, PhD, Massachusetts Coalition for Health Equity

Maggie Hawkins, MPH, CHES

Martha Hawthorne, RN, SEIU 1021

Michelle Hayes MN CPNP ARNP, Fir Creek Pediatrics

Michelle Hayes MN CPNP/CNS ARNP, Owner/clinician, Fir Creek Pediatrics

Allen Hazard, Professor, Health Education Professor Emeritus

Dr. H. M. Hazi

Dr Rebecca Healey MBBS (Hons) MSc, RNutr (Public Health)

Kathryn Hedjasi, MA, MBA, LMFT

Kirsten L. Held, MD, Risk Assessor – retired, Dept. of the Env - retired

Margaret Henderson, BSN, former RN

Ciara Henderson PhD MSc MSocSc

Eduardo Hermida, MD

Alexandro D. Hernández, PhD, California State University

Annemarie Higgins, retired public health nurse with Indian Health Service

Gwendolyn Hill, UCLA, CEDARS-SINAI

Erin Hipple, MSW, MA, LCSW, PhD, Assistant Professor of Graduate Social Work, West Chester University of PA

KC Holeyfield MD

Laura Hollister, MS Environmental Geology

Jessica Holton, MSW, LCSW, LCAS, Licensed Clinical Social Worker, Jessica Holton, PLLC

Marcela Horvitz-Lennon MD MPH, Associate, Attending psychiatrist, Cambridge Health Alliance - Harvard Medical School

Jeffrey Hotchkiss, EMT-Basic (retired), Reiki Master, Reiki Community Health & Wellbeing

Dr YuFeng Judy Huang BHB, MBCHB, DipOBGYN, FRNZCGP, FRACGP, Medicentral Medical Center

Dr. Beth Hufnagel

Tiffany Hughes-Eagen, M.D.

Allison Hurwitz MA, MSW, ATR

Wanda Huskins retired RN

Michelle L. Imber, Ph.D., ABPP, Clinical Neuropsychologist

Jennifer Ingersoll, MA, MFA, Educator and Clinical Mental Health Counselor
Jennifer Ingersoll, MA, MFA, Educator and Clinical Mental Health Counselor

M Jacobs, MSN, Student Midwife

Karen Jakpor MD, MPH

Aleks Jakulin, PhD, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Sledilnik.org

Dr. James G. Lertola, Pennsylvanians Against Covid, member

Natasha Japp, MD

Elizabeth Jarrard, RD, Registered dietitian

Dr. Pantéa Javidan, JD, PhD, Faculty & Research Fellow, Stanford University

Libby Jensen, MPH, Hennepin County

Dr. Naila Jirmanus

James Jobin, Ph.D. CSE, Lead Scientist, Healthcare Research, GE Healthcare

Anna Jobin, M.A. Education, Instructional Technologist, Consultant

Jannike Johnsen MA BSN

Elizabeth Johnson, J.D., M.A.

Kelly Jones BA (Hons), MPH, PhD, Adelaide University

Jayda Jones, MPH, Massachusetts Coalition for Health Equity

Dr. Joseph Oliver, MD

Teny Joseph, Pharmacist

Steven Joyal, MD, Chief Medical Officer, Life Extension, Inc.

Dr. Julie Tilsen, PhD, Psychologist

Dr. Julie Anne Taddeo

Dr. Jupp, PaperBlazer

Joy Kaaz RN BSN retired, Retired from University of California, San Francisco

Dr. Rheanna Kado-Hogan, PhD

Rachel M. Kail, PhD

D. J. Kaiser, MSME, Transplant Recipients and Immunocompromised Patient Advocacy Group (TRAIPAG)

H KAISER

Robin Kalish MD MPH, Millennium Pediatrics

Kathy Kanester

Roy Kaplan, MD, retired

Rachel L. Kaplan, PhD, MPH, former Associate Professor, formerly University of California, San Francisco

Merilee D. Karr, M.D., M.F.A., Oregon Health & Sciences University, retired

Deborah Katz, J.D., Ph.D., Senior Scientist

Barbara Ann Kelley CNA2 PCT, Avamere Beaverton, Oregon

Lara Kennedy, PharmD, Clinical pharmacist, VAMC

Sharon Kenoski, FNP, Retired from Kaiser

Sharon Kenoski, RN, FNP, retired, Kaiser, retired

Vera J. Kiefer, MPA

Jennifer Killian, PsyD

Jean Y. Kim, D.D.S., Dentist

Victoria Kim, MD

Amber King RN, Advantage Healthcare

Gwen Klemm, SUD Clinician

Bryan Klimek, RN, CLINICAL NURSE 2, UC San Diego Health
James R. Knitter, MD, Research Assistant Professor, Division of Pulmonary, Allergy, Critical Care and Sleep Medicine, Department of Medicine at The University of Arizona College of Medicine – Tucson; Chief Executive Officer at Consequent Labs

Julia Koehler, MD, Pediatric Infectious Disease clinician, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School

Catherine Koliha BSN, RN

Keely Kolmes, Psy.D.

Simone Kolysh, MPH, PhD

Thomas R Konrad, Ph.D, Senior Fellow, Cecil G Sheps Center, UNC-Chapel Hill

Merrit Koskelo MD PhD, Physician, Kaiser Permanente

Adria Kray, BScN, RN

Paula Krick BSN, RN

Paula Krick BSN, RN

Sunny Kung, MD, Medical Director, Merrimack Valley Bridge Clinic, Mass General Brigham Community Physicians

Rachel Kwapniewski, RN, NP

Stephen Kwok, PhD

Marc La Fontaine, Retired mental health crisis worker

Charlene Lambros RN, MS

Candace Latham, RN retired

Timothy Latham MD FRCSC, Surgeon, UBC

Leslie A. Lawrence, Physical Oceanographer, retired

Sarah Layton, PsyD, Registered Health Service Psychologist - Quality and Safety

Crystal Le, MSW

Nicole Leadley D.D.S.

Matthew Leafblad, MD

Lauren Lee, Senior Research Associate, Recursion Pharmaceuticals

Deborah Lefkowitz, PhD, Assistant Professional Researcher, School of Public Policy, University of California, Riverside

Michelle Lescault, RN, CHPN, Retired, Sharp Healthcare

Nancy Lessin, M.S., Occupational Health Specialist (retired)

Dr. Andrew Lester

Sandra M Levine, MA

Juliane Liberus, PA-c

Peter Liepmann MD MBA FAAFP, UrgentMed

Karen E. Lillie, Ph.D., J.D., Associate Professor

Flormina Lim-Jardon NVMT, NCBTMB

Kathy Anne Lindsay, Retired Advanced Practice Nurse, Retired - Utah Nurses Association

Kyle Long, LMSW

Andre Lowe BS, MS, MBA

Ali Lubbers, PT, DPT

Melissa Lui, Principal Product Development Engineer (retired), Simplify Medical (retired)

Alston C Lundgren, MD

Susan Lyon RN (Ret)

Sandra M Levine, MA

Pamela MacKay, RN, BSN

Pamela MacKay, R.N., B.S.N.

Pamela MacKay, BSN, RN, retired
Tina Maestas RN, Public Health Nurse - Retired, Seattle and King County Department if Public Health - Retired

Tupamara Maestas RN

Jennifer Maggs, PhD, Professor of Human Development, Pennsylvania State University

Carrie Mallmann, MS

Tina Manuel, M.S., CCC-SLP, Clinical Faculty, retired, Indiana University, retired

Lindsey Maraskine RDH

Dr. Ann Marie Faust, Safer Air = Safer Schools

Laura Marini, Medical Case Manager

Mary Marshall RN MSN ANP

Michelle Martin RN

Amanda Martin, PCD, Director, Northwest Association for Perinatal Support

Kaitlin Martin, Medical Case Manager — HIV

Sheridan Martin, Retired clinical doctor of audiology

Beth Martin MS, NP-C, Retired from University of Rochester

Mariya Masyukova, M.D., M.S., Medical Director of Addiction Medicine and Drug User Health, Project Renewal, Inc.

Haley Matherly, M.S. Environmental Science - Public Health Focus

Katherine Matthias, DO

Jami Maxson MD

Jami Maxson MD

Michelle McAbee, MPH

Lisa McCorkell, MPP, Co-Founder, Patient-Led Research Collaborative

Michelle McCoy, MSW

Elizabeth McDermott, BA, BSN, RN, NCSN, School nurse, The River School

Debbie McGee RN, retired

Meredith W. McGehee, Administrative Assistant Senior, University of Michigan School of Public Health

Emma McGorray, M.S., PhD Candidate, Northwestern University

Lia McInerney, MA

Stacy McNall DNP, RN, PMHNP

Meghan K. McNulty, PE

Dr. Anjana Mebane-Cruz, PhD, Associate Professor, Farmingdale State College, SUNY (Emeritus)

N. Mendie Cohn, Ph.D.

Kira Meskin Schiff, OTD, OTR/L, CAPS, ECHM, ADAC, Community Reintegration Advocate, Occupational Therapist, Progress Center for Independent Living, Vice Chairperson of Illinois Emergency Management Agency’s Access and Functional Needs Advisory Committee

Dr. John Meszaros

J. D. Meyers, PhD

Alan Meyers MD, MPH, Emeritus Professor of Pediatrics, retired, Boston University School of Medicine, retired

Helen C. Michel, M.D.

Prof. Alex Millar

Prof. Alex Millar

Rebecca Millberg, RN BSN, Staff Nurse, Mount Sinai Health System

Dr. Andrew Miller MBBS

Alejandro D. Miranda, Industrial engineer

Howard Mizuta DDS, retired
Nicel Mohamed-Hinds, UAW 4121 executive board member, Subvert UD organizer
Mary Moltmann, Ph.D.
Josua Montrenes, MA
Dayna Moore, BSN, LPN, Community Organization Leader; Hawai’i MRC Nurse [Former: Pandemic Disaster Response Team Lead; Cert. Case Investigator/Contact Tracer (HDOH); Covid-19 Healthcare Provider Task Force fmr. Lead]; Founder, Hawai’i Community Health and Safety Alliance (HiCHSA); Committee Chair, Hawai’i A.C.E. Initiative
Adam J. Moore, MPH, Graduate Student Researcher in Pathobiology, University of California, Davis
Aaron Moring-D’Anger, CDC Science Ambassador Fellow
Dr. T Morrill
James Morris PhD
Jacob Morse, PT, DPT, Physical Therapist
M Moss Ph.D, Senior research scientist-retired
Brenda L. Moss, PhD, Retired from Senior Research Scientist (neuroscience)
Juan Murua. M.D.
Tiffany Myers BSN, RN, RN, retired, current volunteer, St Luke’s Regional Medical Center
Brendon Nacewicz MD PhD, Psychiatrist, Honorary Research Fellow (Dept of Radiology), Accelerated Psychiatry, Wisconsin School of Medicine & Public Health
Sarah Nelson, MSc, Senior Health Education Specialist, County Public Health in California
Lori Nerbonne, BSN, RN Patient Safety Advocate
Dr. J. Newman
Aiden Nicholson, APN, CNM, AAHIVS, Certified Nurse Midwife, Esperanza Health Center
Lori Nitchals, RN, retired
Joanna Nobbe, PT, DPT, MA, OCS, Physical therapist, New York Presbyterian
Brittany Noble, LCSW
Allison Nobles, Sociologist, University of Minnesota
Kathleen Norlien, MS, CPH, Research scientist
Sarah D. Norton, PhD
Kara O’Neal, PhD
Stephen Ott, Ph.D.
Oyediran Oyewale A., F.Nislt M.Sc PhD (in view), University of Ibadan
Jocelyn Paine, Health Care Professional, retired
J Parrish PhD, Geophysicist, Dcnr
Catherine Parsoneault, PhD
Dr. Jacques Pasche
Crystal Pasiliao, Ph.D., Aerospace Engineer
Gina Passantino, M.Ed
Jennifer Patrick RN, RM, MAdvPrac(InfPrevent&Cont), GradCertCritCare(ICU), Grad, CertClinEd
Lesley Pederson, MLT, Medical Laboratory Technologist, SSMLT, CSMLS
Hector Penagos Ph.D., Research scientist, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
David Penn, MD, The Alaska Hospitalist Group
Ana Perez, RN
J. Perozeni, RN, Retired
Elia M Pervaiz, LPN
Zahid Pervaiz, Engineer
Dan Pettersson, PhD student, KTH
Danielle K. Pierce, BSN, RN
Jean Pihán, MD
Oren Ren Pilinger, L.Ac., Executive Director, Boston Acupuncture Project
Martin Plusher, Doctor
Dr. Alicia Ponce Salceda, Doctor, NHS United Kingdom
LB Postman, DVM, healing waters veterinary care
Alicia Powell, M.D.
Catherine A. Powers, PhD, Licensed, clinical psychologist, retired RN
Nicholas E Powers, MS3 Medical Student, Drexel University College of Medicine
Doreet Preiss, PhD, Associate in Research, Duke University
Laura Price MA, Epidemiologist
Kimberly Pringle MD
Maria Pyra, PhD MPH, Assistant professor, Northwestern University
Linda J L Radach, Patient Safety Advocate, Washington Advocates for Patient Safety
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Background

CDC/HICPAC’s Draft Isolation Precautions Guidelines Weaken Protections for Health Care Personnel

The Healthcare Infection Control Practices Advisory Committee (HICPAC) is a federal advisory committee appointed to provide advice and guidance to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on infection control practices in healthcare settings. The committee is comprised primarily of infectious disease doctors and infection control professionals from hospitals and large university-based medical centers. In 2021, HICPAC initiated work to revise the CDC’s Isolation Precautions: Preventing Transmission of Infectious Agents in Healthcare Settings, last updated in 2007. This foundational guidance directs infection control practices for a wide range of pathogens in health care settings in the United States and influences guidelines and practices around the world.

HICPAC has established a work group charged with reviewing the current Isolation Precautions guidance and making initial recommendations to HICPAC for consideration. The work group includes some HICPAC members, HICPAC liaisons, and outside infectious disease doctors and infection control professionals. The updates are intended to reflect the current scientific evidence and make existing guidance more “user friendly.” HICPAC is expected to formally vote to recommend these proposals to CDC during its upcoming August 2023 meeting.

Work group presentations at the June 2023 HICPAC meeting indicate that proposed updates are weaker than existing CDC infection control guidelines. The draft review fails to reflect what we have learned about aerosol transmission during the COVID-19 pandemic. The draft recommendations do not provide for the proper control measures—including isolation, ventilation, and National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)-approved respirators—to protect against transmission of infectious aerosols. The proposed recommendations for updated CDC/HICPAC guidelines will severely weaken protections for health care personnel exposed to infectious aerosols.

Key Deficiencies and Problems with the CDC/HICPAC Review and Draft Recommendations.

1. CDC/HICPAC’s review and drafting process has so far failed to include the expertise of important stakeholders, including:
   - Frontline health care personnel and unions
   - Patient safety advocates
   - Occupational safety and health professionals, including industrial hygienists, safety professionals, and occupational health nurses,
   - Engineers, including those with expertise in ventilation design and operation
   - Research scientists, including those with expertise in aerosols and respiratory protection
   - Representatives from the NIOSH National Personal Protective Technology Laboratory (NPPTL) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).

As a result of knowledge gained during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is now more widely recognized that many pathogens, including SARS-CoV-2 are transmitted by infectious aerosols, and that ventilation,
isolation practices, and respiratory protection are necessary control measures to limit exposure and transmission. Aerosol scientists, industrial hygienists, ventilation engineers, and respiratory protection experts are professionals with valuable expertise on transmission and control of infectious aerosols who should be fully included in the revision of the guidelines.

But there is currently no mechanism for HICPAC members to garner input from these experts or health care personnel, their unions, patients, and community members regarding the updates to guidance before they are finalized. Input from these groups is essential to creating effective guidance because they have insights regarding content, implementation, and language that will be key to the guidance being effectively adopted after publication. The Liaisons to CDC/HICPAC, some of whom are members of the work group, primarily represent health care associations and health care employers.

2. CDC/HICPAC’s process is non-transparent and essentially closed to public access or engagement.
   • There has been no opportunity for input to the work group other than a few minutes for public comment at full HICPAC meetings. Work group meetings are closed to the public.
   • No information/presentations from the work group or full HICPAC committee meetings are posted on the CDC website or made publicly available through a docket on regulations.gov.
   • Meeting minutes are posted to the CDC’s website often after a long delay and meeting recordings are not posted at all. This is in stark contrast to the practices of other CDC Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) committees such as the CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) which provides detailed information on the committee’s meetings and activities, including copies of all meeting presentations and videos of committee meetings on the CDC website.

3. There are significant errors in the newly recommended categories of “air” and “touch” as the sole modes of transmission for health care-related infections.
   CDC/HICPAC proposes two new categories of transmission—through the air and by touch—to replace the existing contact/droplet/airborne terminology used in the current guidelines. However, CDC/HICPAC has failed to consider the overriding scientific and epidemiologic evidence in support of transmission of pathogens by inhalation of human-generated infectious aerosols in shared spaces, irrespective of distance from the source, including COVID-19.
   • The proposals represent a change in terminology, but there are no corresponding changes in recommended protections or personal protective equipment (PPE) practice. The draft recommendations merge and eliminate the current droplet and airborne categories to create one new category, “air.” However, draft proposals indicate that HICPAC/CDC remains focused on short (i.e., droplet transmission) vs. long distance transmission (i.e., airborne transmission) and fails to acknowledge research on respiratory emissions and aerosol dynamics.
   • The proposed definition of “air” transmission focuses solely on distance, fails to recognize inhalation as a key route of pathogen entry into the human body and ignores the basic premise that exposure (and thus dose) is a function of particle concentration in the air and time spent in contact with (inhaling) that concentration.
Many pathogens are transmitted from one person to another by the inhalation of infectious aerosols generated when the infected source person breathes, talks, sings, coughs, sneezes, vomits, or other aerosolizing events occur.

Most of these particles are relatively small (near 1 micron) and can remain suspended in air for long periods of time (many minutes to hours). With time these particles will disperse throughout an indoor space and may be transported by air currents far from a source. Particle concentrations may be highest near the source but will eventually increase throughout a shared space if ventilation is not adequate, putting everyone in that space at risk of inhaling an infectious dose.

An infectious dose can result from a short time inhaling a high concentration of particles (as during an aerosol generating procedure) or from a long time inhaling a low concentration of particles (as occurs when entering or remaining in a space with infectious aerosols from one or more sources).

The National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine’s (NASEM) 2020 workshop on Airborne Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 provides a good overview of this science with references.

CDC/HICPAC fails to adequately understand and incorporate scientific evidence on aerosol transmission and what has been learned about transmission of pathogens via inhalation of infectious aerosols during the past nearly two decades, including the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. There is clear evidence of infectious aerosol transmission by inhalation for many pathogens, including influenza, RSV, rhinovirus, norovirus, and meningococcal disease.

CDC/HICPAC’s update of transmission modes for infectious diseases contradicts the 2021 CDC Science Brief regarding the transmission of SARS-CoV-2.

4. CDC/HICPAC’s proposed “flexible” approach to implementing precautions is likely to cause harm to health care personnel. A protective approach should include assessments that evaluate the level of exposure, select appropriate control measures and PPE for each job, task, and location, and result in a written exposure control plan using the hierarchy of control measures.

Instead of clear and explicit recommendations for precautions that are needed when dealing with specific pathogens, discussions at past meetings have indicated that HICPAC and CDC want the updated guidance to provide a minimal “basement” upon which individual health care employers should build their infection control programs based on individual risk assessments regarding patient population, staff, and facilities. The issues with this approach include:

- The draft “basement” recommendations presented by the work group are inadequate levels of protection.
- Health care personnel with underlying conditions can be at high risk of severe infection, and we can’t assume that health care personnel are generally healthy and leave it up to employers to decide the level of protection needed.
- Distinguishing between pandemic-phase and seasonal categorization for recommendations for the same pathogen has no basis in scientific research or practice since transmission modes are the same in either circumstance. Currently, the CDC/HICPAC draft proposes


selecting an N95 respirator only for “pandemic-phase” viruses that are known to spread via infectious aerosols (such as influenza and coronaviruses) and a surgical mask for the same viruses in the “seasonal phase.”

- Staffing considerations should not be used to determine the level of occupational protections provided to health care personnel.
- This type of crisis-standards approach was adopted by the CDC during the COVID-19 pandemic and enabled health care employers to provide inadequate protection based on cost considerations, instead of basing protections for health care personnel and patients on exposure assessments, leading to an untold number of infections among health care personnel and patients.

Surgical masks cannot be recommended to protect health care personnel against inhalation of infectious aerosols, but CDC/HICPAC draft proposals continue to recommend surgical masks for protection of health care personnel from infectious aerosols.

- CDC has already explicitly recognized that surgical masks do not protect against inhalation of aerosols and that respirators are necessary to protect health care personnel exposed to suspected/confirmed COVID patients.
- The exposure level (concentration of pathogens in the air) plays a key role in determining the correct type of respiratory protection. Higher exposure levels require higher levels of protection. A half-facepiece respirator (such as an N95 filtering facepiece respirator) offers the minimum level of protection against inhalation exposure, decreasing the inhaled particle concentration by 10 times. For higher exposure levels, such as when performing aerosol-generating procedures, or longer exposure times, a respirator with a higher protection level (e.g., powered air purifying respirator or PAPR) is recommended. Although we lack exposure limits for most infectious organisms, a qualitative risk assessment (such as control banding) can be used to determine the most appropriate level of respiratory protection for any given task, job or exposure scenario. CDC/HICPAC’s proposals provide no consideration for these issues.

5. CDC/HICPAC inexplicably fails to acknowledge the importance and function of core control measures for infectious aerosols. The vast body of evidence on the effectiveness of respirators and the importance of ventilation for controlling worker exposure to infectious aerosols has not been considered, and the proposed use of airborne infection isolation rooms (AIIRs) is significantly limited. Source control (limiting outward emission of infectious aerosols) is not adequately considered in the context of personal protection from inhalation.

CDC/HICPAC’s proposed recommendations fail to follow the well-established hierarchy of controls for limiting exposures to hazardous agents. The hierarchy prioritizes control measures that eliminate the hazard at its source, followed by engineering controls, including ventilation. PPE is at the bottom of the hierarchy to be used when other feasible controls are not sufficient to protect workers against exposure, such as when health care personnel are in the near field.

For pathogens that can be transmitted by infectious aerosols, the primary interventions that should be used in health care settings include:
• Isolation and source control
• Ventilation
• Respiratory protection and other PPE

CDC has long recognized the need for these control measures for pathogens that can be spread by infectious aerosols. The existing 2007 CDC Guidelines for Isolation Precautions recommend these precautions. Similarly, these control measures have been recommended by CDC since March 2020 in its guidelines for Infection Control and Prevention for Healthcare Personnel for COVID-19 and in earlier infection control guidelines for SARS, H1N1, and MERS.

A. CDC/HICPAC Proposals Inadequately Address Isolation and Source Control

Plans to isolate infectious and potentially infectious patients and implement source control are essential to controlling transmission of infectious diseases in health care facilities, but it is unclear how CDC/HICPAC is going to effectively address these measures in updated guidance. Updating recommendations on source control is essential, as many pathogens that can be spread via infectious aerosols are capable of eliciting infection without symptoms, resulting in asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic transmission to others in a shared space. Effective source control includes multiple measures, such as patient placement, including in AIIRs, and masking policies, as well as procedures for exposure monitoring, post-exposure quarantine and paid sick leave policies that enable infected staff to stay home without penalty.

• CDC/HICPAC is proposing to limit the use of airborne infection isolation rooms (AIIRs) in updated guidance. Specifically, CDC/HICPAC proposes to no longer use AIIRs for novel pathogens. AIIRs are the most effective engineering control to achieve isolation of patients with confirmed or suspected aerosol-transmitted diseases. AIIRs have negative pressure relative to other parts of the health care facility and room air is exhausted directly outdoors or through HEPA filters. AIIRs can be used to prevent the spread of infectious aerosols from patients with an aerosol-transmitted infection or with a novel pathogen whose transmission modes are unknown and limit the need for health care personnel to use respiratory protection when they are not in the AIIR.
• Where AIIRs are not available, establishing designated isolation units and cohorting patients with the same infectious disease are additional isolation measures that can be used. The lack of isolation measures likely contributed to widespread COVID-19 outbreaks in congregate settings such as nursing homes and prisons. It is not clear how, if at all, CDC/HICPAC will address these issues in updated guidance.
• Screening and surveillance for infectious diseases is important to identify patients with infections or who are potentially infected. It is not clear how, if at all, CDC/HICPAC will address these issues in updated guidance.

Presentations and discussions at HICPAC meetings indicate that work group and committee members and CDC staff consider source control measures, such as surgical masks and barrier face coverings, as equivalent to respiratory protection, which they are not, and desire and may be planning to incorporate Workplace Performance and Workplace Performance Plus masks (ASTM F3502-21) into updated infection control guidance for health care settings.
Workplace Performance and Performance Plus masks are new categories designated by NIOSH that must conform to the criteria in the ASTM F3502-21 consensus standard, which was primarily crafted to help the public evaluate face masks available for purchase during initial COVID-19 surges. NIOSH is clear that these new mask categories are NOT respiratory protection and has not certified, approved or recommended their use in place of NIOSH-approved respirators in health care settings.

Facemasks (surgical, procedure, medical and similar masks) and barrier face coverings (such as those described in ASTM F3502) provide some measure of source control but do not protect the wearer from inhalation of infectious aerosols. Only respirators, such as those certified by NIOSH, are capable of providing such protection. To provide the intended level of protection, respirators must be worn in the context of a respiratory protection program (RPP), which includes respirator selection guided by an assessment of exposure and risk, medical clearance, fit testing, training, maintenance, and storage, as required by OSHA’s Respiratory Protection Program Standard (29 CFR §1910.134).

Surgical and certain medical masks are intended as protection from splashes and sprays only, not against the inhalation of infectious aerosols.

If CDC/HICPAC do adopt Workplace Performance/Performance Plus masks into health care settings, then they will be ignoring clear recommendations from experts. In 2022, NASEM concluded that: “Based on its review of the literature on the performance of respiratory protective devices, the committee believes the filtration and fit characteristics of face coverings and masks currently do not adequately protect workers facing inhalation hazards. Therefore, in the context of workplace exposures to inhalation hazards, recommendations regarding the use of face coverings (including barrier face coverings) and masks should be avoided, and employers should be advised to institute an RPP and provide employees with respirators as described by OSHA’s Respiratory Protection Standard (1910.134).” (emphasis added). The report formally recommended that agencies that develop guidelines, such as CDC, recommend only NIOSH-approved respirators in their guidance for protecting workers facing inhalation hazards.

B. CDC/HICPAC Proposals Inadequately Address Ventilation

Ventilation is an important core intervention in all occupied spaces, and the current CDC Isolation Protection Guidelines include specific recommendations for ventilation to control airborne pathogens. But the work group has not reported what its plans are, if any, to address ventilation in updated guidance.

- Dilution or general ventilation from a building heating and ventilation system can reduce particle concentrations by providing an adequate volume of air and filtration to mix, dilute and remove particles.
- Local exhaust ventilation can be very effective at removing particles from stationary sources (e.g., patients) and usually requires less air and energy than dilution ventilation.
- Directional airflow (i.e., negative pressure) can limit spread of infectious aerosols to other areas, such as hallways, other patient rooms, and nurses’ stations.
- Portable air cleaners equipped with high efficiency filters can provide both dilution and local exhaust ventilation, if properly sized for the space.
• Ultraviolet germicidal irradiation may be effective in some types of spaces but requires careful design to ensure particles experience an adequate residence or contact time.

C. CDC/HICPAC Proposals Fail to Appropriately Recommend Respiratory Protection and Other PPE

NIOSH-approved respirators are recommended by NIOSH and required by OSHA’s Respiratory Protection Standard (29 CFR 1910.134) to protect employees from exposure to inhalation hazards, including infectious aerosols. CDC has recognized that aerosol transmission is a major route of exposure for SARS-CoV-2 and several other infectious pathogens. But the draft proposals fail to recommend the use of respiratory protection for health care personnel exposed to some infectious aerosols under some exposure conditions and fail to include recommendations for more protective respirators for higher risk situations.

The current draft proposes three categories of Transmission-Based Precautions to Prevent Transmission by Air: Routine Air Precautions, Novel Air Precautions and Extended Air Precautions and recommends control measures for each category.

• Routine Air Precautions are recommended for seasonal agents such as seasonal coronaviruses, seasonal influenza, and other agents not in pandemic-phase or specifically listed under Extended Air Precautions. Medical/Surgical masks, not NIOSH-approved respirators, are recommended for these agents, even those spread via inhalation of infectious aerosols, regardless of exposure conditions.
• Novel Air Precautions are designated for pandemic-phase respiratory viruses (such as influenza, SARS-CoV-2) and specific viruses like MERS and SARS-CoV-1; N95 respirators are recommended for this category.
• Extended Air Precautions, which include the use of N95 respirators and AIIRs, are recommended for tuberculosis, measles and varicella.

Under these draft recommendations, surgical masks, not NIOSH-approved respirators, would be the default for health care personnel caring for all patients with seasonal viruses, including those with suspected or confirmed SARS-CoV-2, once the virus is deemed a “seasonal respiratory virus” and is no longer consider a “novel pathogen.” This would severely weaken protections provided under current CDC guidelines. As noted earlier, there is no scientific basis for distinguishing between pandemic-phase and seasonal categorization for recommendations for control of infectious aerosols for the same pathogen since transmission modes are the same in either circumstance.

CDC/HICPAC has failed to include any discussion of or recommendations for the utilization of more protective respirators such as Elastomeric Half-Mask Respirators (EHMRs) and Powered Air Purifying Respirators (PAPRs), despite evidence and experience demonstrating the effectiveness of these devices in protecting health care personnel from infectious aerosols.xiii As noted above, there is also no discussion of selecting respirators with higher associated protection factors when health care personnel are at higher risk, such as when performing procedures known to generate higher aerosols in higher concentrations.

CDC/HICPAC conducted an evidence review of the effectiveness of N95 respirators vs. surgical masks in developing their draft recommendations. The review prioritized the findings of randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) to conclude no difference between N95s and surgical masks, omitting other applicable data and studies. Issues with the CDC/HICPAC’s evidence review include:

- CDC/HICPAC left out an important RCT conducted by Dr. Raina MacIntyre with no explanation.\(^\text{[iii]}\) This RCT found clearly that continuous N95 respirator use significantly reduced the risk of respiratory virus transmission to health care personnel, while intermittent N95 use and surgical masks did not.
- CDC/HICPAC cherry picked data from RCTs that were included in their review. For example, in the Loeb 2009 study,\(^\text{xiv}\) the CDC only included the endpoint of lab-confirmed viral respiratory infections and failed to take into account that the study found that N95 use protected health care personnel from influenza-like illness.
- Studies they did include have significant flaws. Reviewed studies did not look at full-time wear and didn’t observe whether health care personnel were actually wearing the respirators and using them correctly, including whether N95s were repeatedly redonned (which undermines protection) and whether the respirators were fit-tested. Studies did not include a control group (i.e., subjects wearing no mask or respirator).
- CDC/HICPAC failed to look at evidence from laboratory studies and studies in non-health care workplaces that evaluate the effectiveness of N95s to protect against inhalation exposure. There is nothing different or special about the hazardous aerosols encountered in health care settings. Respirators will collect infectious aerosols and protect the wearer in the same manner in all workplaces. For example:
  - CDC’s own NIOSH has a respirator certification system that is based on sound science and research (National Personal Protective Technology Laboratory/NPPTL).
  - NASEM has published multiple reviews of the effectiveness of respiratory protection to protect workers from harmful aerosols, including for health care personnel from infectious aerosols.\(^\text{xv,vvi,vii}\)

Prepared by: Lisa Brosseau, ScD, CIH; Deborah Gold, MPH, CIH; Barbara Materna, PhD, CIH; Jonathan Rosen, MS, CIH; Peg Seminario, MS; Jane Thomason, MS, CIH. (July 5, 2023).

---

\(^{\text{i}}\) For example, see Table 1 in Wang, CC, KA Prather, et al., “Airborne transmission of respiratory viruses,” Science, Aug 27, 2021, [https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abd9149](https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abd9149).

\(^{\text{ii}}\) In May 2021, CDC finally recognized that aerosol transmission of SARS-CoV-2 was a major route of exposure to the virus, issuing a scientific brief that found: “The principal mode by which people are infected with SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19) is through exposure to respiratory fluids carrying infectious virus. Exposure occurs in three principal ways: (1) inhalation of very fine respiratory droplets and aerosol particles, (2) deposition of respiratory droplets and particles on exposed mucous membranes in the mouth, nose, or eye by direct splashes and sprays, and (3) touching mucous membranes with hands that have been soiled either directly by virus-containing respiratory fluids or indirectly by touching surfaces with virus on them.” See: [https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/science/science-briefs/sars-cov-2-transmission.html](https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/science/science-briefs/sars-cov-2-transmission.html).

\(^{\text{iii}}\) CDC, Interim Infection Prevention and Control Recommendations for Healthcare Personnel During the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Pandemic, Why does CDC continue to recommend respiratory protection with a NIOSH-approved particulate respirator with N95 filters or higher for care of patients with known or

iv See Sections v.D.1, V.d.2.a.i and V.D4.a.i. of the guidelines at https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/isolation/index.html.


vii https://www.cdc.gov/h1n1flu/guidelines_infection_control.htm


x The ASTM F3502-21 consensus standard has two primary metrics that masks must meet: they must be designed to cover the wearer’s nose and mouth and to fit snugly and they must meet minimum filtration levels (50 percent or 80 percent) and leakage testing on a limited population sample. For more info: https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/emres/pandemic/default.html. Notably, there are no fit-testing requirements or recommendations.


xii National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine; Health and Medicine Division; Board on Health Sciences Policy; Committee on the Use of Elastomeric Respirators in Health Care


xvi National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine; Health and Medicine Division; Board on Health Sciences Policy; Committee on the Use of Elastomeric Respirators in Health Care


xvii Institute of Medicine (US) Committee on Respiratory Protection for Healthcare Workers in the Workplace Against Novel H1N1 Influenza A